
RGB Diffuser using Lightguide Approach



Abstract

In this demo we show how to design a 
diffuser for distinct target pattern for 
each of the RGB wavelengths. 
Furthermore, we will generate a 
Lightguide setup for guiding and 
separated outcoupling of the RGB 
modes. In the last step, we apply the 
diffuser transmission functions to the 
outcoupled modes and propagating 
them into the far field to generate 
white light pattern.



Task / System Illustration
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Far Field 
Propagation

Source: 
Plane Wave RGB Transmission Regions

Lightguide Component



Specifications: Source

Parameter Description / Value & Unit
type plane wave
spectrum 473 nm (weight 0.8)

532 nm (weight 0.62)
635 nm (weight 1.05)

polarization linear in x-direction (0°)
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Workflow

1. Design of diffuser for distinct target pattern for each of the RGB wavelengths.
2. Generation of Lightguide setup for guiding and separated outcoupling of the 

RGB modes
− calculation of region and grating parameters to separate the spectral modes within the 

Lightguide
3. Applying the diffuser transmission functions to the outcoupled modes and 

propagating them into the far field to generate white light pattern
− placing the transmission functions at the correct locations
− applying special detector to propagate the fields from diffractive zone to diffractive zone 

in far field
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Specification: Target Pattern
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Specification: Diffuser Design 473nm
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Specification: Diffuser Design 532nm
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Specification: Diffuser Design 635nm
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Specification: Lightguide
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Region Parameter R1

R1
size 1.1 mm × 1.1 mm
position 0 × 0

R2
size 1.1 mm × 1.1 mm
position 19.95006187mm × 0 mm

R3
size 1.1 mm × 1.1 mm
position 22.17533831mm × 0 mm

R4
size 1.1 mm × 1.1 mm
position 24.0194502mm × 0 mm

R1

Parameter Value & Unit
type parallel planes
thickness 2 mm
material fused silica

Lightguide Specfication

Region Specfication



Specification: Gratings
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Parameter Value & Unit
grating type G1 ideal grating
grating period G1 455 nm
Specified Orders / Efficiency G1 T(1) / 100%
grating type G2 ideal grating
grating period G2 455 nm
Specified Orders / Efficiency G2 T(-1) / 100%

G1



Result: RGB for Transmission@532nm
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The transmissions designed for 532nm is analyzed by propagating RGB with far 
field operator (as comparison for the final result).



Result: RGB for RGB Transmissions
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The three transmissions are manually added to HFS and propagated by far field 
operator (as check for the final result).



Remark:

• The idea of using three separated transmission components does not work 
because the path finder hitting a single transmission does not find the other 
two transmissions components

• Hence, the separated transmissions are combined to a single transmission 
function by adding them together.
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Result: RGB Transmission Regions
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The designed transmissions are combined to a single transmission, which is 
located at the output of the Lightguide component.

Intensity at the 
Lightguide 
Output

Transmission 
Component behind 
Lightguide Output



Result: Illustration Lightguide Setup
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Far Field 
Propagation

Source: 
Plane Wave RGB Transmission Regions

Lightguide Component



Result: Camera Detector Lightguide Setup
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Document Information

title RGB Diffuser using Lightguide Approach
document code Demo.0005
version 1.0
VL version used for 
simulations 7.0.2.6

category Demo
further reading - Design of a Diffractive Diffuser to Generate a LightTrans Mark

https://www.lighttrans.com/index.php?id=234
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